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ON THE VELOCITIES OF TWO DISTINCT GROUPS OF
SECONDARYCORPUSCULARRAYS PRODUCED BY A
HOMOGENEOUSRONTGEN RADIATION, AND THEIR
ABSORPTIONCOEFFICIENTS IN VARIOUS GASES.

By Lewis Simons, B.Sc.(Lo]srD.).

(With six Text -figures.)

(Figs. 2, 3 and 5 are in the form of folding plates and are inserted

together at the end of the paper.)

Part I.

The emission of a so-called homogeneous corpuscular radiation from a

metal plate during the incidence of Rontgen rays upon it has been studied

in detail by Sadler* and Beatty.f By using homogeneous beams of Lenard

rays Whiddington showed that the law expressing their velocity as a function

of the depth of matter passed through could be written |

—

[i) . . . I'o - Vj- —ax,

the constant a depending upon the nature of the absorbing material, but no

relationship could be traced between the value of a and the density or

atomic weight of the absorbers. In a later paper § he showed, from the

experimental results of Sadler and Beatty, that the maximum velocity of the

corpuscular rays ejected by a characteristic Rontgen radiation was proportional

to the atomic weight of the radiator supplying the Rontgen rays, and that

this maximum velocity was independent of the nature of the substance from

which they were ejected. Barkla and Shearer
||

have extended this result

so as to include either the " K " or "L" cathode rays, their conclusion being

that the maximum velocity of ejection of the particles, wherever be their

source in the atom, is the same for the incidence of a given wave-length of

Rontgen radiation.

The object of the work undertaken in this paper was twofold

:

(1) To investigate the absorption coefficients of the secondary corpuscular

rays in various gases.

* 'Phil. Mag./ [6] xix, p. 837 (1910).

t Ibid., [()] XX, p. 320 (1910).

X
' Proc. Roy. Soc.,' a, Ixxxvi, p. 370 (1912).

§ Ibid., p. 376.

II
'Phil. Mag.; [6] xxx, p. 753 (1915).
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(2) To find, if possible, a velocity distribution, from the maximum
downwards, of the particles about the radiator.

With regard to (1), a fairly complete summary of the work already done

for the gases, air, and hydrogen is given in Kaye's ' X Rays,' 1917, whilst, in

the case of (2), Richardson remarks. "The experiments hitherto made which

bear on this point (that in general there will be other groups of electrons for

which the maximum energy may in general have any value between hv*

and zero) have been directed to the determination of the maximum energy

of the whole group of electrons, and would not be expected to detect the

simultaneous presence of groups having a less degree of maximum energy

than that value. "f

The experimental results of this paper were obtained during the first

three months of 1918.

If there exists a velocity distribution of the electrons, then it must be

noted that the absorption coefficients of Sadler and Beatty are mean values.

The following points are noted :

(1) The electrons are emitted from the plate initially in every direction.

(2) The maximum distance they can travel in air at normal pressure is

a few millimetres, this being the length of the track of gaseous ions each

produces by bombardment. These tracks are very irregular in shape.

(3) The initial speed of ejection conforms approximately to Whidding-

ton's law, Vs —kw, where is a constant and tv the atomic w^eight (more

probably twice the atomic number) of the radiator supplying the Rontgen

rays.

(4) The ionisation per cm. of the path of each electron is proportional to

its fall of kinetic energy per cm. which is governed by equation (i).

(5) The only method of arriving at an absorption coefficient in a gas,

if absorption coefficient in this respect has any meaning, is by measuring,

directly or indirectly, the number of secondary gaseous ions produced at

different distances from the plate emitting the original electrons.

As early as 1895 Lenard showed that ^/d was practically constant for

both gaseous and solid substances (\ is the logarithmic absorption coefficient

and d the density of the absorber) for cathode particles emerging from a

window of aluminium in a discharge tube. He showed that the absorption

coefficient was logarithmic, and it measured the change in energy of the

cathode particles in their passage through matter. FrimanJ has shown

that when the error for diffusion has been allowed for, the absorption

coefficient of the fast-moving /3-rays from uranium-X in oxygen, carbon

dioxide, and the vapour of acetone is approximately proportional to the

* hv = the quantum of characteristic Rontgen radiation which falls on the plate

emitting the electrons.

t ' Proc. Roy. Soc./ a, xciv, p. 272 (1918).

t 'Ann. der Physik,' xlix, 4, p. 373 (1916).
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density of these substances. In more complex substances there is a marked

deviation from proportionality.

The method employed in this work for the determination of the absorption

coefficients of the corpuscular rays in various gases was the " pressure

variation " method used by Beatty. The gases used were air, O3, COo, SOg,

which were passed slowly through a shallow ionisation chamber, a section

of which is given in Fig. 1. The gas pressure could be varied from approxi-

mately zero up to atmospheric pressure, and the ionisation measured with

an ordinary Wilson electroscope. The quantity of radiation falling into the

chamber was standardised in the usual way with a standardising electro-

scope, and as silver X rays w^ere used throughout, a screen of aluminium

•075 cm. thick was placed in the path of the beam of X rays before it entered

the chamber in order to eliminate the very easily absorbed L-radiation from

the silver plate. Two complete sets of experiments were performed, giving

the two sets of curves shown in Fig. 2. In the upper four, using the four

gases successively at various pressures, the silver X rays fell on a sheet of

gold leaf stuck on a sheet of waxed filter-paper which })acked the chamber.

In the lower four the conditions were precisely the same, except that the

gold leaf was now absent. The ordinary ''reflection " method was employed

for obtaining a homogeneous beam.

The ionisation chamber possessed two unique features. The first was the

electrode, which was a grid of about 2 cm. mesh of new, very fine carbon

filament used in electric lamps. This was charged to a potential of about

240 volts. The second was the thinness of the gold screen. Any attempt

to detect a true velocity distribution of the cathode particles characteristic

either of the incident X rays or of the absorbing screen would require an

infinitely thin screen so as to eliminate the effects of particles emerging from

deeper layers in it. Hence it was that only one gold leaf was employed at

the back of the chamber. Its thickness was calculated to be '000008 cm.

Using formula (i) we have, according to Whiddington, a (for gold) = 2*54

X 10*^, X = '000008 cm., Vo = 108 x 10^. On calculating Vx it is seen that

the fall in speed of the fastest cathode particles, or of those having an

initial velocity of, say, -^Vo, will be inappreciable compared with their maximum
initial velocities if they were generated at the back of the gold leaf and had

to penetrate it in order to emerge into the ionisation chamber.

Prejparation of the Gases.

Air. —Atmospheric air roughly dried by bubbling through strong H^SO^.

Oxygen. —From the electrolysis of dilute H^SO^j. The ozone was re-

moved by passing the gas through a glass tube immersed in a sand-bath kept

at about 260° C. and then dried by passing through strong HgSOj,.

Carhon dioxide. —From commercial HCl and marble and dried with

H2SO4.
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Sulphur dioxide. —From Johnson's " Pure Sodium Sulphite " and H.jSO^.

Dried HoSO^.

The gas flowed gently through the chamber and into a large vessel of

about 10 litres capacity connected to its exit. This arrangement was to

ensure that the gas in the chamber should be steadily replenished, but that the

pressure within should not vary by more than a few millimetres of mercury

during a run. The mean pressure was recorded.

The ordinates of the two curves for a given gas in Fig. 2 have been sul)-

tracted, giving the curves shown in Fig. 3. These curves represent the total

ionisation produced in the gas at various pressures by the cathode particles

from the gold leaf backing the chamber when silver X rays fall upon it.*

At this point it would not be out of place to indicate the manner in which

the absorption coefficients have been obtained from the "cathode ionisation
"

curves in Fig. 3, as in the latter part of the paper the exact process has to

be kept in mind.

Consider an instantaneous distribution of ions represented by Fig. 4 h.

There is a critical pressure P at which, for a given initial speed of ejection,

the ionising property of the least scattered cathode particle persists until the

other side of the chamber is just reached. For this pressure let po the

number of ions present per c.c. in a thin slab of gas next to the gold leaf.

JSText, assuming that the number of ions produced per c.c. from any cause be

proportional to the density of the gas, then at a pressure 2P the density of

ions at the gold radiator will be '2po, but now the maximum distance traversed

by the least scattered particles will be ^/2. In other words, doubling the

pressure halves the linear dimensions of the ionised track of each electron

without altering the shape of the track, whatever that may be. The con-

dition is represented by Fig. 4 a. Coming now to the case in which the

P /pressure is -^/2, the most normally directed electrons would ionise, were

they not absorbed by the front face of the chamber, up to a maximum dis-

tance of 2t from the gold leaf, and the density of the ions at the gold leaf

—̂ 7'-- The areas of all the curves are equal.

Reference to the cathode ionisation curves will show that condition {h)

is represented by the point B on the air curve, {a) by A and (c) by C. In

* More strictly it is the ionisation by the cathode particles from the gold, less

that by those emerging from a sheet of waxed paper, plus the ionisation in the gas

by the tertiary X rays from gold and all the effects due to it. The lower set of curves

in Fig. 2 shows that the ionisation in the gas due to the cathode particles emerging-

from a sheet of waxed paper can be neglected. If any did exist their properties would
not differ greatly from those from gold. The ionisation effect due to any tertiary

X rays from the gold leaf would be proportional to the pressure of the gas, and, as the

curves in Fig. 3 show no variation in the ordinate beyond a certain critical pressure,

this effect can also be neglected.
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Fig. 4.
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this last case the ions represented by the shaded toe are lost. This area

equals that of the shaded toe of the curve Fig. 4, h.

It is to be remembered, however, that the ordinate on the cathode-ionisa-

tion curve at any given pressure p represents the area of the ionisation-

density curve in Fig. 4 included between the two faces of the chamber. The

ordinate CC (Fig. 3) is a measure of the unshaded area in Fig. 4, h, and,

therefore, if at the critical pressure the ionisation-density curve is given by

—

then

—

which equals the total number of ions existing at a given instant in a slab

of half the thickness of the chamber, in this particular case.

It will be seen that x = ^P/V and that if the form of the function

represented by the experimentally obtained cathode ionisation curve can be

found, the first differential coefficient of this function gives the density dis-

tribution function of the ions across the chamber, with the possibility of

determining the absorption coefficient.

First Approximation.

It will be seen from the figure that the cathode-ionisation curves

proximate to Nj. = No (1 —e"^'^), and therefore the density ionisation in the

chamber itself will be of the form = jOo^~^'% where p„ = N^x and X is the

absorption coefficient. If x be taken as the distance across the chamber at

which the ionisation density becomes one-half of what it is at the gold

screen, we obtain

—

^ = ^^^}^A o where x = "^^ x 1-45 cm.,
X X -4343 p

since the depth of the chamber was 1-45 cm., P is the critical pressure for

the gas in question, and p^ that pressure at which one-half of the ions that
'2

could be produced by the cathode particles are missing through the electrons

having been absorbed by the opposite wall of the chamber. It will be noted

that the absorption coefficient so found will be that at a pressure P, and
therefore

—

X Sit N.T.P. = ^^^io2 X 76 X
p. X 1-45 X -4343 273

'

It will be noticed that P is absent.

The results obtained in this manner are tabulated in Table I. I have put
them in this form for comparison with Beatty's results for air and hydrogen.
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Table I. (Beattys Method.)

Absorption Coefficients in Various Gases of the Corpuscular Rays produced
—8

hy Characteristic Silver X rays. w.l. —"560 x 10 cm.

Absoiijing

gas.

Total

ionisation

by

com-

plete

absorption

of

cor-

puscular

rays.

Values

in

column

II

relative

to

air

=

1

.

For

comparison

with

column

III.

p^

obtained

from

curves,

fig.

3.

Mean

temp.

ao
CO

si

d
o
O
OS

Density

[d).

5;

1,B. 102, B P. •SOB* •00009 8900
Air •748 1 1 4^12 cm. 23° C 9-56 7410

' 9-3, Bf -00129 7210
0., •786 1-05 110, B.P. 3 46 „ 26° 11^50 00143 8040

•738 •99 102, B.P. 2 32 „ 23° 16-97 •00198 8570
so., 88 1^18 •96, B.P. 2-30 „ 22° 17^06 •00293 5820

Mean — 7660

B = Beatty, loc. cit.

B.P. = Barkla and Pliilpot, ' Phil. Mag.,' [6], June (1913).

The mean value of ^jd found by Lenard in two experiments on absorp-

tion in air, two in hydrogen and one in sulphur dioxide was 3774. This was

for cathode rays having a speed given by a fall through 30,000 volts. By

using the value for ^jm and the relationship Vk = 10^ A, where is the

above speed and A the atomic weight of the metal supplying the charac-

teristic X rays which would produce this maximum speed, it was found that

rhodium (at. wt. 103) is the approximate metal; it is known also that

L —constant. In this way I estimate that Lenard's constant would have

been of the order 3120 had he used cathode rays excited by silver X rays.

It appears, therefore, that the absorption coefficients in Table I are abnormally

high.

It cannot be stated with certainty that Lenard's rays were homogeneous.

The same is true of the rays employed in these experiments, as will appear

from Part II of this paper.

* Estimated from \ = •ol at 15° C. for corpuscular rays from silver produced by

Sn. X rays, using the relationship \ (at. wt.)^ —constant.

t Calculated from Beatty 's value 8*8 at 15° C. for Ag. X rays falling on silver.

Beatty corrected his values to 15° C. and 76 cm. pressure. Subsequent writers quote

his figures as at 0° C. and 76 cm. pressure. See ' Phil. Mag.,' [6] xx, p. 323 (1910).
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Part II.

It has been shown in Part I that the absorption coefficients of corpuscular

rays in various gases, found by a method similar to that adopted by Beatty

in 1910 for air and hydrogen, are probably too high. The reason becomes

apparent from a critical examination of the cathode ionisation curves. It

was stated that they proximated to the form = No (1 —e-^-''), which

gives a logarithmic fall in the ionisation-density curve from the gold leaf

backing the ionisation chamber, forwards. In this way a logarithmic

a])sorption coefficient was found.

Plotting the logarithms of No —Nj. against x (or p) should result in a

Fig. 6.

straight line. The cathode ionisation curves for the four gases were care-

fully drawn, and the logarithmic curves deduced from them are shown in

Fig. 5. The departure of these curves from linearity is at once apparent

;

they are all concave upwards. On the air logarithmic curve, for example, a

distinctly straight portion and a curved portion meet at B, and the curve

shows no further tendency to " flatten out " beyond A. I therefore conclude

that the slope of the line AB, which is perfectly straight, is a true measure

of the absorption coefficient of the cathode particles and consequently a

measure of their velocity. AB refers, however, to a faster group of particles,

whilst CB refers to a slower group, as will be explained below. This latter

group is completely absorbed in a distance '

j-p at a pressure P^, where

this is the critical pressure for air for the faster group, P
'

, the pressure at

B and t the depth of the ionisation chamber.
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The corresponding ionisation-density curve is represented by the line

CBA in Fig. 6, which is the summation curve of the two ionisation-density

curves DBA and EF, corresponding to the ions produced by at least two

distinct groups of corpuscles leaving the gold.

The method by which the logarithmic curve for the group of ions, whose

ionisation-density curve is represented by EF (Fig. 6), was found, was to

continue the line AB (Fig. 5) backwards, and to reconstruct from the

antilogarithms the part of the curve BD (Fig. 6) which has its equivalent in

OD in Fig. 3. The logarithm of the difference between this deduced cathode

ionisation curve for the faster group and the experimentally obtained

summation cathode ionisation curve for the two groups was again plotted

against p (or x), giving the more sloping logarithmic curves in Fig. 5.

Readings taken directly from these lines yield the following table of absorp-

tion coefficients

:

Table II.

Shoiving that there are at least Two Distinct Groups of Particles ejected with

Different Velocities from a Very Thin Gold Leaf ivheyi Silver X Bays

fall upon it.

Density". Temp.
Px

Fast rays.

Px

Slow rays.

\
Fast rays
at 0° C,

76 cm.

A
Slow rays
at()° C,
76 cm.

i A, ,

1

/«

1 Fast rays.

1

Slow rays.

Air •00129 23° C. 7-36 cm. 1-77 cm. 5^35 22 25 4150 17250
0.2 •00143 26° C. 7-05 „ 1-53 „ 5-64 26-00 3950 18190

CO., •00198 23° C. 5 05 „ 90 „ 7-80 43^76 3940 22100
so.. •00293 22^^ C. i-26 „ •91 „ 9-21 43^2 3150 14720

Mean = 3797 18065

Eatio = 4^76

The mean value of /d for the fast rays approaches closely Lenard's

probable value that I have calculated at the end of Part I, viz. 3120. As
lending support to the conclusion that there are two distinct groups of

particles present, " the experiments of C. T. E. Wilson* on the photography

of the tracks of the emitted electrons in gases indicate that for mono-
chromatic radiations they would consist of a limited number of definite

lengths rather than a series extending from zero to an upper limit. "f
On these grounds, I think that the present accepted values of the

absorption coefficients in air and hydrogen for the fastest corpuscular rays

ejected from a plate by silver characteristic rays will need modification.

* 'Proc. Roy.|Soc./ a, vol. xxxvii.

t O. W. Richardson, ' Proc. Roy. Soc.,' a, vol. xciv, p. 271 (1918).
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I should like further to point out that each member of the second group

of logarithmic curves begins to rise again very near to where _p = O, indicating

the presence of a third group of corpuscles whose speed is less than that of the

second group. Further, if the shape of the logarithmic ionisation density

curves can be associated with Kaye's* logarithmic absorption (or rather selec-

tive transmission) curves, and if from further experiment accurate numerical

relationships can be deduced as below as to the relative energies of sets

of corpuscles liberated from a metallic surface, then great light will be

thrown upon the mechanism of absorption by solids generally.

I have shown elsewhere,t from a theory put forward by Barkla,^ viz.

that for each quantum of energy absorbed there is emitted, if the wave-

length is short enough, one high-speed electron together with quanta of

K, L, radiations, etc., that in the region of an L absorption band the

sudden fall in the constant of proportion between the absorption of energy

per atom ionised and the fourth power of the atomic number of the absorber

^ + + . . ^ ^.g
'^r + . . •

if the absorber have an atomic weight approximately that of gold, v^^^ v^^^ etc.,

are the frequencies of X-ray spectra corresponding to the L,M, etc., emission

lines of the absorber. It was for this reason that silver was chosen as

radiator and gold as screen for emitting particles, for as the K wave-length

for silver is intermediate between the K and L wave-lengths for gold, then

only the L, M, etc., characteristic groups of particles would be produced.

If the energies of the particles bore a simple relationship to the energy

absorbed in their production, then it was presumed that the ratio of their

absorption coefficients would be neither too great nor too small to be detected

by this method.

(The corresponding ratio for K and L corpuscles from gold would

probably lie between 7 and 8.)

It is perhaps too soon to draw any definite conclusions as to the exact

processes involved, but I shall show that the ratio shown in Table II is not

in conflict with the general photo-electric equation.

The fundamental law of photo-electric activity is \mv'^ = hv - w, in which

^mv^ represents the maximum kinetic energy of the liberated electrons, Ji is

Planck's constant, v the frequency of the exciting radiations, and iv a con-

stant which measures the work necessary to be done to get an electron out

of the sphere of influence of the parent atom. Independent experiments of

Hughes § and Millikan|| have shown that the equation is valid so far as

* ' I'hil. Trans. Eoy. Soc./ a, ccix, p. 137 (1919) ; also ' X Rays/ p. 126 (1917).

t ' Trans. Roy. Soc. S. Af./ vi, Pt. 4, p. 321 (1917).

X
' Nature/ March 4, 1915, p. 7.

§
' Phil. Trans./ a, vol. ccxii, p. 205 (1912).

II
^Phys. Rev./ vol. vii, pp. 18, 355 (1916).
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experiments with ordinary light are concerned ; but for X rays Richardson *

says: " So far it has only been demonstrated as a limiting condition —that is

to say, when matter is subjected to the action of radiation of frequency v,

no electron ever acquires a total energy, kinetic (\mu~) and potential (w), in

excess of hv.'' Very little is known about (w), which, according to Bohr, is

the energy radiated away from the atom during the previous binding of the

electron into it.

In the experiments hitherto made on the maximum speed of ejection

of electrons by X rays, it follows that they must have come from the

periphery of the atom. The important conclusion drawn, that v depended

only upon v and in no way upon the nature of the substance emitting the

electrons, does not satisfy the complete photo-electric equation.

Whatever be the source of the ejected electrons in the case of X rays, it

is indisputable from the experimental evidence at hand that for the highest

speed electrons w must be very small compared with the other two terms.

The very small variation in Beatty's absorption coefficients for the particles

in air with variation of the nature of the metal of the screen from which

they emerge, if the incident wave-length is constant, indicates the approxi-

mate truth of the last statement.

If the equation Imv- —hv (where w is neglected) apparently holds good

for all screens, it should be reversible. Identifying the kinetic energy of a

particle with the product of its charge and the potential through which it

has fallen, the experiments of Rutherford, Richardson and Barnes f show

that this abbreviated equation is by no means true, but that there is a

limiting frequency obtainable from a given target. Likewise Duane and

IIunt+ show that Ye = hv accurately, over a small range of wave-lengths,

their value of h being smaller by about 2 per cent, than Millikan's accurate

value 6' 55 x 10 "'-^^^ pointing to the possibility that a small constant negative

term might be missing from the right-hand side of their equation.

The potential energy term in the photo-electric equation seems to acquire

reality in the case of the slower group of electrons described herein. Their

velocity should be given by

—

Imv'iovv = aJI'^k —AuC/i'^L + etc.).

Putting m= 8-9 x IQ-sSgm., h = 6-55 x 10-27 erg. sec, a.^^k = 5-855 x lOis

(mean frequency of a, 3, y lines after Bragg), au^^ = 2-538 x 10^^, ^u^^m =
,,,^-^^^ = -417 X lOiB (^„.,,^= 2-748 x 10^^ and ,,v^ = 2-331 x 10^8 and ^u^^^

is taken as the mean of these) we obtain for the velocity of the slower

corpuscle a value 65 x 10^ cm. /sec. If the missing terms of the equation

were known, the velocity would be slightly less than this amount.

Now Thomson has shown on theoretical grounds that for these particles

* Loc. ext.

t ' Phil. Mag.; [G] xxx, p. 352 (1915).

X
' Phys. Eev./ [2] w\, p. 169 (1-915).
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diffusing through a gas the absorption coefficient varies inversely as the

fourth power of their velocity,* whilst Whiddington came to a similar

conclusion from experimental work.f I have shown that

—

^ 4 76 =

and therefore the maximum velocity of the faster corpuscle = 96 x 10^ cm, /sec.

This speed according to Whiddington = 10^ A, where A is the atomic weight

of the metal supplying the X rays —silver in this case. He makes the speed

therefore 108 x lO^cm./sec. This, however, is too high. He has shown that

the maximum velocity of a particle is not greater than the minimum velocity

of the parent cathode particle originally producing the X rays. By inter-

polation from the results of Rutherford, Barnes, and Eichardson, the velocity

of the parent cathode particle produced silver X rays of mean frequency

5'855 X 10^^ is 98 x 10^ cm. /sec, by extrapolation from the results of Duane

and Hunt 92 x 10*^ cm. /sec, and from the simple equation \mv'^= x^Qiv)-i^,

93 X 108.

Further work with thin films of other metals and with different radiators

is in progress.

Summary.

Fart I. —The absorption coefficients in air, O^, COj and SO., of the

secondary corpuscular rays from gold associated with the L, M, etc., charac-

teristic radiations produced by the incidence of silver X rays upon it have

been found by the "pressure variation" method. The results agree approxi-

mately with Lenard's law and with Beatty's values (' Phil. Mag.,' [6] xx,

p. 324, 1910) for air and H.i. It is shown, however, that the absorption

coefficients obtained by calculation from the pressure at which the cathode

ionisation falls to half its maximum value are probably too high for the

fastest corpuscles produced.

Part II. —To obtain as homogeneous a beam of particles as possible, a

single very thin gold leaf was used as screen.

On carefully analysing the logarithmic cathode ionisation curves for the

four gases, it was found that over a fair range each consists of a straight

portion giving a logarithmic absorption coefficient for a faster group of

particles, merging into a steej^er curved portion rising to the axis x = 0,

where x —distance from gold leaf, which was analysed with the help of the

parent curve into a second straight portion giving a higher absorption

coefficient than the first. The mean ratio of the two absorption coefficients

is 4" 76. It is suggested that at least two distinct groups of particles are

present whose velocities from Thomson's fourth power law, as verified

* ' Cond. through Gases/ p. 381 (1906).

t 'Proc. Roy. Soc./ a, Ixxxvi, p. 375 (1912).
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experimentally by Whiddiiigton (' Proc. Eoy. Soc./ a, Ixxxvi, p. 375, 1912),

are in the ratio of 4*76~5.

The maximum velocity of a corpuscle of the slower group, that associated

with " L " characteristic radiation from gold, was calculated from the

relationship

—

Jmv2 = ak(^»^)k — Aui^^L + hv^ + etc.)

Energy of ex- Quantum of incident Potential energy of particle within
pulsion. energy. the atom.

which gives a value 65 x 10^ cm. /sec, and therefore that of the faster

corpuscle associated with "M" characteristic radiation from gold =. 96 x 10^

cm. /sec.

Whiddington's value for this is 108 x 10^ cm. /sec. (maximum velocity

of a corpuscle ejected by silver X rays), whilst the mean of the values of the

velocity of a parent cathode particle producing silver X rays (series K)
calculated from the results of Rutherford, Barnes, and Richardson (' Phil.

Mag.' [6], XXX, p. 352, 1915), from Duane and Hunt (' Phys. Rev.,' vi,

p. 169, 1915), and from ^mv"^ = Af;(^v)K is 96-5 x 10^ cm. /sec. In writing

down the above formula it is assumed that only one quantum of incident

energy is absorbed, and that the nearer a particle be to the nucleus of an

atom the greater will be the energy required to l>ring it to the surface before

expulsion.

University of Cape Town.
Read August 21st, 1918.


